
How to not blow it at “On 
Campus Mock Trial 

Competition”

with Tyler



Why listen to me?

• I’m a professional… (now.)

• I have tried over 100 jury trials.

• I have made my share of mistakes.

• I teach/coach mock trial here at SMU (since 2012.)

• Whether or not you agree with everything (anything?) I say, you 

will at least have a starting off point in your own trial 

preparations.



Who is your audience at competition?

• Licensed attorneys like me (or literally me):

• Totally unknown what type of trial experience they have…

• But likely some connection to SMU and have a general idea of how to 

judge and what the competition is all about.

• Trial attorneys…?  Never seen a courtroom…? Judges…?  Who knows?!

• Other students

• 3Ls who aren’t participating?  Former students who aren’t licensed?

• I’m guessing the organizers don’t yet have enough judges… so again, 

who knows?



How will these mystery people keep score?
SMU BOARD OF ADVOCATES

FALL MOCK TRIAL

SCORING CRITERIA

Opening Statement

1. Generally confined to outline of evidence to be presented?

2. Clearly and persuasively presented theory of case?

3. Personalized himself/herself and client?

Direct examination

1. Appropriate general attitude and rapport with jury?

2. Testimony developed in interesting and coherent fashion?

3. Listened to and followed up on witness answers?

4. Showed strength and weakness of witness in most favorable light?

Cross-examination

1. Used leading questions appropriately and advantageously?

2. Listened to and followed up on witness answers to elicit helpful testimony?

3. Used impeachment opportunities and demonstrated same effectively?

Closing Argument

1. Presented cohesive theory of the case and dealt effectively with the weaknesses in own case?

2. Effectively called attention to opponent’s flaws?

3. Presented persuasive argument?

4. Utilized effective style and law?

5. Addressed weaknesses in the opponent’s case?

6. Properly confined rebuttal to rebuttal materials?



What is actually happening?

• You go door-to-door wearing your best attorney costume and 

perform twice:

• One of: opening statement or closing argument and

• One of: a direct or cross examination

• You get called in, you perform for 5? minutes… and leave.

• Judges score your performance.

• It’s not head-to-head like real trial, or even “real” mock trial.

• No objections against you.

• It’s a point system so you need to hit EVERY scoring criteria.



Breaking down the scoring criteria for an 
Opening Statement:

1. Generally confined to the outline of evidence to be 

presented.
• (follow the rules of procedure for opening statements)

2. Clearly and persuasively presented theory of case?
• (tell a story that the jury can follow and make them care about the outcome)

3. Personalized himself/herself and client?
• (make the jury not hate like you and care about your pretend client)



Breaking down the scoring criteria for a 
Closing Argument:

1. Presented cohesive theory of the case and dealt effectively with the 
weaknesses in own case?

• (a short recap of the facts is okay… DO NOT re-do an opening statement)

2. Effectively called attention to opponent’s flaws?

• (you’re going to have to make some up.)

3. Presented persuasive argument?

• (don’t suck at arguing.)

4. Utilized effective style and law?

• (we’re super serious… don’t suck.)

5. Addressed weaknesses in the opponent’s case?

• (why is this listed twice?  Because they want you to argue, not resuscitate facts!)

6. Properly confined rebuttal to rebuttal materials?



Breaking down the scoring criteria for a 
Direct Examination:
1. Appropriate general attitude and rapport with jury?

• (Be friendly and professional… it’s a mix.  This is show-and-tell in a professional setting.  
Imagine it’s Kindergarten and you’ve brought your pet lizard.  The jury is the audience.)

2. Testimony developed in interesting and coherent fashion?
• (Keep it simple, stay organized.  Really, it’s your witnesses job to “be interesting” while 

it’s your job to keep it “coherent.”)

3. Listened to and followed up on witness answers?
• (Remember, the jury doesn’t know your script.  They don’t know what the witness was 

“supposed” to say… only what the witness actually said.  You need to be paying attention 
like you are having a real conversation… YOU can’t assume the witness actually gave the 
answer you were looking for, you have to make sure it’s clear for the jury.)

4. Showed strength and weakness of witness in most favorable light?
• (Remember what side of the case you represent and focus on the information this witness 

knows that’s persuasive towards your theory and theme.)

• NO LEADING QUESTIONS.  Don’t know how this is not a criteria but you’ll certainly 
be judged poorly if you lead your witness.



Breaking down the scoring criteria for a 
Cross Examination:

1. Used leading questions appropriately and advantageously?
• (Only use leading questions.  Answers should be “Yes” or “No.”  Do not give the 

witnesses opportunities to explain away your good points.  One ‘”fact” per question.)

2. Listened to and followed up on witness answers to elicit helpful 
testimony?
• (Same as in direct examination, listen and respond to the witness’ answers.  Even if 

they get the answer “wrong” (as in, not consistent with the facts) it may be an 
answer that is very effective towards your side of the case.  This is a skill and takes 
practice.) 

3. Used impeachment opportunities and demonstrated same effectively?
• (Commit, Credit, Confront.  If a witness on gets an answer “wrong” and it’s contrary 

to a previously sworn statement in your trial prep materials (prior testimony 
typically, but could be something not under oath like a police report) then it’s your 
job to demonstrate the witness is lying.  This is a “you win!” type moment.)



Who has two thumbs and personal 
preferences on opening statements…?

• Theme

• Theory

• Make a connection with your audience
• Be happy to speak with them, while remaining professional.

• Your job is to preview the evidence… not argue the law.
• You are telling a story, not offering commentary on the story.

• Openings = Hard news; Closings = Opinion shows.

• Know how to tell (NOT READ!) a story…
• (characters, setting, relationships, conflict, resolution)

• Remember, the jury “knows nothing” at this point.

• Keep it short.



It’s called closing “arguments” for a 
reason…

• Don’t do an opening statement. 

• Arguing is different than telling a story.

• Speak from the heart.

• Scripting is less important.

• The jury “has to” follow the law, but they really want to do the “right 

thing.”

• Argue why your side is the side of justice.

• Cover the law simply and clearly.  

• (I really don’t think your audience wants legal terms explained to them.)



Direct examinations are meant to be simple.

• Who, What, Why, When, Where, How… Please describe… etc.
• No leading questions!

• Don’t be afraid to refresh your witnesses memory.

• I’ve never seen a mock trial direct examination that needed to be long and 
complicated.
• How long is your audience really going to pay attention?  Keep the story moving.

• Use an outline, not a script.
• Introduce witness to jury

• Transition to questions

• Topic 1

• Topic 2

• Topic 3

• Final Question to your theme/theory.



Cross examinations should be fun for you, 
not your witness.
• Leading questions only.  Your witness should not have the opportunity to explain 

anything.

• Questions should be very simple… one fact per question. 

• And only focus on the facts that are good for your case.

• Don’t give your witness a chance to argue with a confusing question.

• Be professional, not antagonistic.

• There’s no reason to be upset with the witness if they are giving you all the answers you want.

• If you want to call them a jerk, do it at the end, not the beginning or they’ll never cooperate.

• It’s scripted, but “Chose Your own Adventure” scripted.

• If the witness “lies” you can impeach.

• If the witness gives you attitude, you can look good by staying calm and cool.

• Ask your witness questions that are “bad” either way and watch them squirm.

• But don’t fall into the trap of arguing with your witness or asking them a “conclusory” 
question.



Just the tip(s)

• Your voice is an instrument…
• Speak loudly, speak softly, speak s-l-o-w-l-y.

• Don’t forget that people like to see stuff…
• Visual aids are VERY effective.  Not sure if allowed.

• But you can still use purposeful movement and gestures.

• Be the TV lawyer you’ve always wanted to be. 
• Almost all of you will lose, try the case you WANT to try.

• Get on TV the easy way and video yourself.

• DON’T be nervous.
• Whatever it is you do to not be nervous, do that.

• Be prepared, get there early, enjoy looking good in your pants-suit or skirt-suit.

• Have a drink?

• If you were going to win, you’d have known everything in these slides already.
• So you are going to have to out prepare “the veterans.”

• Minimize mistakes, focus on your strengths.



el fin.

Questions?


